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Good start so far. waiting for controller support. xD I'll see what features are added before recommending.. Keep
moving, nothing to see here. While Star Drifter has some decent pixel art and a low asking price, it doesn't bring

anything new to the table, and there are enough small issues to add up to overall badness. Essentially, this is another
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space-shooter in a sea of space-shooters. Shovel it on the pile with the rest of them. To to go from 'meh' to bad, add in
no controller support, sloppy-joe controls, and overall run-of-the-mill mechanics. Pros: +Some of the pixel art is pretty

decent. Too bad its often muddied up with that visual filter. This can often make it difficult to discern what is in the
foreground (and therefore can hurt you), and what is in the background. +The asking price is low. Cons: -No controller
support. This is a big problem for this kind of game. -Lack of options in general; no full screen support, or rebinding of

keys, etc. -It suffers from overall lag and poor performance. -Controls are fairly terrible. The ship steers like your
grandmother's Buick from the 1950's. There is tons of oversteer and its just not as tight as it needs to be for this genre.
-Every mechanic has been done exactly somewhere else; the shop, the energy bar, the primary and secondary guns, etc.

-Overall just not fun. I've said it before and I'll say it again - some indie games that are basement homebrew projects can
be great fun, but most should really stay in the basement. This is certainly a great title for a small indie company that

wants to show proof that they can finish a project to get funded for something more ambitious, but this alone is no gem..
"Ehhh." Just about sums up my feelings about this game. It completely lacks options to turn off the scanlines and other
effects you may not want, theres zero controller support. I feel like with a bit more polish and attention this could have
been a much more enjoyable title. I realize it costs next to nothing but I still wouldnt really reccomend this as it is right
now. Give it some options and controller support and I'll flip.. Expectations exceeded! Don't expect Star Drifter to play

like a u00a30.79 game, everything is done very well and feels solid, the music is good, the graphics are good, the
controls are good (given its key based).. This is one of the most boring games I've ever played. Its just a generic space

shooter. Nothing else. Seriously, thats all I have to say. There are lots of other games on Steam better than this.or should
I say more FUN than this, go spend that little amount on something better.. This game has so many issues that make it
unenjoyable. Though I was a child of the 90s, thanks to a few local arcades that lovingly struggled to continue to exist

during my childhood, I'm intimately familiar with the experience of playing the types of 80s arcade games this was
meant to reproduce. It fails in soooooo many ways. FFIXMaster pretty much sums it all up in their scathing review. I

bought the game at a very low cost but don't enjoy it at all. I probably won't be playing it again unless the developer takes
some of the criticism in that review to heart and makes adjustments.. Positive: -Steam Cards Negative: -All the rest. A

really fun, intense game for $.99. Would recommend.. This game deserve a lot more bad reviews. A LOT.
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